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Abstract

This paper focuses on the optimal relay selection and power allocation issue, which
studies the communication between SS (Secondary Source) and two SDs (Secondary
Destinations) through single relay in CR （cooperative cognitive communication） system.
Sufficiently takes the multi-antenna relay, primary-secondary users coexisting, and AF
(Amplify and Forward) relay mode as the researching background, and takes the constraints
caused by the primary user’s interference and the max transmission power into account, the
author proposes to maximize the system throughput by the selection of cooperative relay and
the allocation of optimal power. Furthermore, the author also puts forward the approximate
expressions of the optimal power allocation, and figures out the optimal solution by the
Lagrange multiplier, whose property can be manifested by the simulation and comparison
results.
Keywords: cooperative cognitive communication systems, multi-antenna relay, relay
selection, power allocation, system throughput

1. Introduction
CR (Cognitive radio) can solve the problem of spectrum resource scarcity by further
allocating the granted spectrum [1]. Thus, how to allocate the spectrum efficiently to increase
the cognitive users’ communication, and improve the cognitive system throughput has
become a hot issue in current research. Under CR underlay mode, cognitive users and the
primary users may share the same spectrum, in order to avoid causing interference to the
primary users, the cognitive users have to resort to lower transmission power [2-4].Thus, the
application of relay technology is very necessary for the realization of cognitive users
’communication, it can play an important role in expanding the cognitive users
’communication range and improving the system throughput [5-6].
There is a common situation in cooperative cognitive communication system one single SS
communicates with two or more SDs through the single relay broadcast. However, if the SDs
are located too dispersive, or the distance from the relay are too long, the node with a longer
distance from the relay may can't receive information efficiently, which is also an energy
waste for the node with a shorter distance from the relay. So, in this paper the author proposes
a new solution to solve the above mentioned problem. He takes the multi-antenna relay,
which can make data transmission with different nodes under AF mode through orthogonal
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channel equipment, and takes the constraints caused by the primary user’s “interference
temperature “into account, and tries to figure out how to select the replay ,and then how to
allocate the transmission power of different channels.
The common relays are amplify-and-forward (AF) and Decode-and-forward (DF). In the
AF mode, the relay node linear amplifies and forwards the received signal directly; In DF
mode, the relay node decodes the received signal from the source node and then forwards to
the SD after recoding. In literature review [7] the author puts forward a cognitive relay
decode-and-forward transmission solution based on the selection of optimal relay, which
maximizes the cognitive user’s information transmission rate. Compared to AF mode, DF
mode avoids the noise amplification of replay node, that increases the efficiency of power,
but if there is a decoding error, it may bring out the diffusion error problems. So the research
here is carried out under the AF mode in this paper.
How to select the appropriate relay is particularly important in cooperative communication.
A great number of literatures have studied the allocation problem of cooperative relay power
under the CR system. Literature [8] puts forward a cooperative transmission solution based on
AF mode, it makes a theoretical analysis on the conflict-free transmission time, and figures
out the analytical expressions of conflict-free transmission under the cooperative and noncooperative mode separately. Also, Literature [9] proposes a cognitive relay selection
algorithm based on location and interference constraint, which selects the relay node
according to the effect of the node location on the relay link rate and determines the optimal
transmission power of relay nodes, under the “limiting interference to the primary users”
circumstance. In Literature [10], the author puts forward the approximate expression of
terminal probability by analyzing the cumulative distribution expression of end-to-end SNR,
and makes a deep discussion about the cognitive network performance within the primary
user’s interference tolerance. Under AF mode, Literature [11] discusses about the optimal
relay selection between one SS and one SD through multiple relay nodes. On the basic of
channel state information (CSI) Literature [12] introduces two kinds of relay selection
algorithm Minimum channel gain algorithm and Average channel gain algorithm. In
traditional wireless communication, we often select replay according to if it can maximize
system throughput. So the author also takes this as target to conduct optimal relay selection.
In traditional relay system, we don’ t take interference into account. While in CR system, we
need to take the primary user’ s interference tolerance into consideration. Thus, there is a
great distinction between the relay selection algorithm of CR system and traditional system.
After selecting the replay, the CR source node and the replay node transmission power should
guarantee there is no interference to the primary user.
Literature [13] maximizes system throughput by utilizing search algorithm to select the
relay, however, it doesn’t take the primary users’ interference into consideration. In literature
[14] the author selects the free users as cooperative relay to forward the source node data of
cognitive users, and finally he figures out the optimal and the sub-optimal relay selection
algorithm to get the max throughput of the system. Under the mode of multi-user and single
relay cognitive network in Literature [15], the author allocated the cognitive reply power with
game mode, in order to balance the total network rate and users fairness. In literature [16] the
author discussed the OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) uplink relay
selection, power allocation and the combination and optimization problems of subcarrier
allocation, and furthermore, he realized the maximum system throughput by utilizing double
dual decomposition method and sub-gradient method. In literature [17] the author discusses
the resource allocation in single-user OFDM relay cooperative system. In this paper the
author maximizes the system throughput by utilizing the twin carrier relay, which can receive
data by one subcarrier, and forward data by another subcarrier.
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In this paper, sufficiently take the multi-antenna relay, primary-secondary users
coexisting, and AF (Amplify and Forward) relay mode as the researching background,
and take the constraints caused by the primary user’s interference and the max
transmitted power into account, the author proposes to maximize the system throughput
by cooperative relay selection and optimal power allocation.

2. System Model and Problem Formulation
As shown in Figure 1, this paper is under the primary-secondary users coexisting
background. There is one PU (primary user), one SS (secondary source), several R (relays),
and two SD (secondary destination) in the CR system.
In this paper, we assume that the distance from SS and SD is too long to get the data
directly. So the author utilizes the orthogonal channel for data transmission under the AF
replay mode. After receiving and amplifying the data, the replay forwards it to two different
SD by orthogonal channel (CH) 1and (CH) 2.

Figure 1. The Structure of Cooperative Cognitive Communication Systems
There are two time slots in the communication process in this paper. Within the first time
slot, SS sends the data, and the replay receives it. Here we consider the source signal as

x

   1, and the received signal is

E x

2

ri  Ps hs ,ri x  n p ,ri  n0

(1)

Here Ps is the transmission power of SS, hs ,ri is the channel gain from SS and relay

Ri , n p ,ri is the interference of primary user to replay Ri , n0 is the Additive white Gaussian
noise around the replay node, the mean value of white noise is 0,and variance is N 0 .
In the second time slot, the author adopts the same technique with Literature [14], he
amplifies the data received in the first time slot, and forwards the data to SD CH1and CH2 by
orthogonal channel. The signal Pri ,d1 and Pri ,d2 received by SD are as follows

Pri ,d1 

pri ,1 hri ,1

Pri ,d2 

pri ,2 hri ,2





n n

ps hs ,ri x  n p,ri  n0  n p,1  n0

(2a)

ps hs ,ri x  n p ,ri

(2b)

0

p ,2

 n0

pri ,1 and pri ,2 are the transmission power of replay Ri on the orthogonal channel CH1and
CH2, hri ,1 and hri ,2 are the channel gain from replay Ri to SD D1 and D2 respectively. n p ,1 and
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n p ,2 are the interference of the primary user to SDs respectively, and n0 is the Additive white
Gaussian noise around the replay node.In this paper, we assume the SD as single-antenna
relay. And the SD 1 and SD2 regard the information for each other as interference; SDs can
easily filter this interference according to channel knowledge. So there is no reflection of this
interference in (2 a) and (2 b).After normalization, the SNRs of D1and are as follows
separately.

ps pri ,1 hs ,ri

SINRs ,d1 

SINRs ,d2 

2

pri ,1 hri ,1



2



hri ,1



N p ,ri  N 0   N p ,1  N 0 

ps pri ,2 hs ,ri
pri ,2 hri ,2

2

2

(3a)

2

2

hri ,2



N p ,r2  N 0   N p ,2  N 0 

(3b)

CR system should take the interference of primary user into consideration, in the first time
slot, the transmission power of SS meets the interference tolerance, which would lead to the
interference of primary user. The transmission power of SS should satisfy

ps g s  I max
2

(4a)

I max is the interference tolerance of primary user, similarly, in the second time slot, the
transmission power of relay i should meet the following condition
2

pi1 g ri ,1  I1

(4b)

2

pi2 g ri ,2  I 2

(4c)

I1 and I 2 are the interference tolerance of primary user on channel 1 and channel 2,which
satisfies the following condition

I1  I 2  I max

(4d)

In the above formula, g s is the channel gain from SS to primary user, g ri ,1 and g ri ,2 are
channel gains from replay Ri to primary user through CH1and CH2.
The transmission power of SS is limited by the interference tolerance of primary user and
the max transmission power itself.
ps  ps max
(5a)

ps max is max transmission power of SS, and the transmission power of replay Ri should meet
the following requirement.

pri ,1  pri ,2  pr max

(5b)

pr max is the max transmission power of replay Ri .
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3. Optimal Relay Selection and Power Allocation
3.1. Algorithm-oriented Mathematical Models
This chapter specifies optimal relay selection and power allocation algorithm with a view



to selecting maximum system throughput of optimal relay Ri . Provided that Tri Ps , Pri ,1 , Pri ,2



is instantaneous total throughput after the relay Ri is selected, the expression is shown as
follow
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Based on the discussion mentioned above, the issues specified in this article can be
converted into optimal ones as follows to solve
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0  pi2 g ri ,2  I 2 ,
I1  I 2  I max
Known from formula (8), the objective function Ti is a monotone increasing function with
variable of Ps , the transmission power of Ps is subject to the restraint of interference
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*
tolerance of primary users, its optimal value can be expressed as Ps  min  Ps max ,




I1 

2 ;
g s 

when optimal value of Ps is acquired, the system maximum throughput can be achieved by



means of calculating the optimal values Pri ,1 , Pri ,2

 with interference tolerance of primary

users. Because of the increasing property of Ti function, the maximization issue of the
above formula can be equivalent to minimization issue
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Known from the restraint conditions, pri ,1  pri ,2  pr max ， pi gr  pi g r
1
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2
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2
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provided that the value of Pri ,1 and Pri ,2 is gradually increased by relay Ri , the minimization
issue of formula (9) can be discussed by means of the following two sub-methods.
3.2. Power Allocation Algorithm
A. OMI (Optimal approach with Max Interference threshold) Algorithm
OMI algorithm is conducting the optimal relay power allocation under the restraint
condition of maximum interference tolerance of primary users; provided that

pri ,1  pri ,2  pr max , pr g r  pr g r  I max , namely, when the values of Pri ,1 and
i ,1
i ,1
i ,2
i ,2
2

2

Pri ,2 gradually increase to the critical value of interference tolerance of primary user, they have
not reached the maximum transmission power of relay of the cognitive user, therefore, the
2

restraint condition can be simplified as pri ,1 g r ,1  pri ,2 g ri ,2
i

2

 I max .

By means of Lagrange multiplier, the optimal Lagrange function of OMI algorithm is
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Among which,  is Lagrange multiplicator, and the expressions can be obtained
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Provided the variable a  N p ,ri  N0 ， b  N p ,1  N0 ， c  N p ,2  N0
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B. OMP (Optimal approach with Max transmit Power limit of relay) Algorithm
OMP algorithm is conducting the optimal power allocation under the restraint condition of
maximum
transmission
power
of
relay;
provided
that

pri ,1  pri ,2  pr max , pr g r  pr g r  I max ,namely, when the values of Pi1 and
i ,1
i ,1
i ,2
i ,2
2
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Pi2 gradually increase to maximum transmission power of relay, but not reach interference
tolerance of primary user therefore, the restraint condition can be simplified as

pri ,1  pri ,2  pr max
Same as OMI algorithm, provided the variable is
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By means of Lagrange multiplier [18]，the
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in the OMP algorithm are
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3.3. Relay Selection Algorithm
By means of OMI and OMP algorithms, calculate power allocation of all the relays
respectively, meanwhile, calculate system throughput in combination with Ps* value, and
select the relay which can achieve maximum system throughput as the optimal relay. By the





expression of Tri Ps , Pri ,1 , Pri ,2 ,it can be found that the relay model discussed in this article
has two aspects that affect system throughput in one aspect, under the condition of cognitive
radio, the interference tolerance of primary user should be taken into account for the
transmission power range of relay, since it cannot achieve the maximum SINR(Signal to
Interference plus Noise Ratio) compared with traditional relay ; In another aspect, the relay
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amplifies the primary user interference and system noise while amplifying the useful signal,
and increases interference of cognitive receiving user.

4. Simulated Result and Comparison
The article provides OMI and OMP algorithms respectively based on the difference of
restraint conditions, and select optimal relay in light of calculating result of such algorithms.
The performances of algorithms specified in the article are stated in Figure 2 and 3
respectively. Meanwhile, the following two algorithms are compared on performance.
(1). OEPA (Optimal relay selection with Equal Power Allocation): Select optimal relay
and use equal transmission power in sub-channel.
(2). ROPA (Random relay selection with Optimal Power Allocation): Select random
relay and use optimal transmission power in sub-channel.
In the article, all the channels are supposed as Rayleigh Fading channels and distributed
independently. The path loss factor is 4.
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Figure 2. The Relationship between System Throughput and Transmission
Power of Cognitive Source
Figure 2 shows the relationship between system throughput and transmission power of
cognitive source, provided that the transmission power of selected relay is fixed as
pr max =1W, and interference tolerance of primary user is I max =0.1W. There are 10 selectable
relays. From the figure, it is shown that the system throughput is monotonically increasing by
taking the transmission power of source as variable, and the transmission power of source is
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the decisive factor of system throughput. From the figure, it is shown that compared with
OMI algorithm, OMP algorithm can achieve greater system throughput, both of them have
the same algorithm mechanism, the only difference is restraint condition. When the
interference tolerance of primary user is not taken into account, the relay can play its
maximum role so as the maximum system throughput under non-cognitive condition can be
achieved, this is the reason why OMP can achieve greater system throughput.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between system throughput and transmission power of
relay under interference tolerance of different primary users, provided that there are 10
selectable relays and maximum transmission power of cognitive source is Ps =1W. From the
figure, it is shown that the system throughput is monotonically increasing by taking Pr max
transmission power as variable. When Pr max value is less, it has greater impact on system
throughput; when Pr max value is more, the system throughput changes slowly and stabilizes at
a fixed value due to restraint of interference tolerance of primary user. Therefore, the
interference tolerance is decisive factor of system throughput as well.
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Figure 3. The Relationship between System Throughput and Transmission
Power of Relay under Interference Tolerance of Different Primary Users

5. Conclusion
This paper focuses on the optimal relay selection and power allocation issue, which studies
the communication between SS and two SDs through single relay in CR system. Under the
AF relay mode, according to the different condition, the author puts forward OMP algorithm
and OMI algorithm to achieve the optimal relay selection and power allocation; he maximizes
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the system throughput, and solves the energy waste problem. Furthermore, the property of
algorithm proposed in this paper is highlighted by simulation and comparison with OEPA and
ROPA algorithm.
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